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THE MIDWESTERN CLIMATE CENTER: AN OVERVIEW 
The Midwestern Climate Center (MCC), located in Champaign, Illinois, is one of six federally 
funded regional climate centers. These centers collect and disseminate climate information and 
conduct applied research. The region served by the MCC includes the states of Illinois, Indiana, 
Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio and Wisconsin. 
The MCC has three primary responsibilities: 
• Information delivery. The principal medium through which the MCC disseminates climate 
information is the Midwestern Climate Information System (MICIS), an interactive, 
computer-based, dial-up service. 
• Development of specialized historical data sets. Special historical databases have been 
developed and assembled to address specific problems and issues concerning the midwestern 
climate. 
• Applied research on climate issues. Research projects are designed to define the key 
weather and climate factors that affect climate sensitive sectors of the Midwest. Research 
is intended to lead to the development of information products applicable to specific climate-
related issues or problems. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Midwestern Climate Information System (MICIS) is a computerized near real-time 
information system that provides easy access to a wide variety of climate products (Kunkel et al., 
1990). These include current temperature and precipitation data for several hundred climate stations 
throughout the midwestern United States, historical temperature and precipitation data for about 
1,700 stations in the Midwestern Climate Center (MCC) region, climate summaries, long-range 
National Weather Service (NWS) and Climate Prediction Center (CPC) weather forecasts, regional 
soil moisture estimates and crop yield risk assessments. The primary region covered includes the 
states of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio and Wisconsin. 
In addition, historical temperature and precipitation data are available for other states east of the 
Rocky Mountains. Because agriculture is a major sector of the midwestern economy and is sensitive 
to climate fluctuations, some products have been oriented to the needs of agriculture. However, 
many other products have general applicability. Users of the system include agribusinesses, 
researchers and utilities. 
This user guide provides a brief introduction to the data and products available on MICIS and 
describes how to go about accessing them. Appendix A contains some sample MICIS products to 
help familiarize the user with the system. A regional climate division map is given in Appendix B. 
Appendix C contains state climate division and station maps for the nine-state MCC region. Daily 
real-time climate stations in the MCC region are listed in Appendix D, and hourly stations in and 
adjacent to the MCC region are listed in Appendix E. 
The MICIS Database 
Three basic types of data comprise the MICIS database, and most products are derived from 
these: 1) real-time climate data 2) historical climate data 3) supplemental data reports. 
Data in the real-time database are updated daily. However, there are fewer observations 
available than in the historical database. Current data are collected in several ways. Some 
cooperative observers call in their observations to a local NWS office, which in turn, transmits the 
data over their national network. Only a fraction of the cooperative observers participate in this 
activity. Many observers are "event" reporters in that they report their observations only when 
certain criteria are met (i.e., they report only when precipitation occurs). In these instances the 
number of observations depends on the weather, and reports are typically higher when precipitation 
occurs. The hourly surface airways reports from NWS first-order stations are another component 
of the real-time MICIS database. Daily average values of temperature, relative humidity, potential 
evapotranspiration, dewpoint temperature, solar radiation, wind speed, wind direction, air pressure 
and cloud cover are calculated from the hourly surface airways reports. These real-time data 
provide a valuable resource for evaluating current conditions, but are of lower spatial density and 
contain a higher number of missing values than the historical data. Appendix D lists the near real-
time stations in the MCC region and gives information on the reporting frequencies for these 
stations. 
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Historical data are obtained from the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC), which collects the 
data on paper forms each month from cooperative observers of the NWS. The cooperative observers 
form a dense network of roughly 200 stations in each of the midwestern states. Due to the length 
of processing time, we do not receive these data until eight to twelve weeks after the end of each 
month. For example, data for May will generally not be available until the end of July. Data for 
active stations can be accessed through MICIS as far back as 1948 and, in a few cases, back to the 
turn of the century. This type of data is characterized by high spatial density and few or no missing 
values, but is not as timely as the real-time data. 
When you access climate data for a particular station, you will receive historical data up to the 
most recent month it is available and real-time data for the most recent one to three months. You 
do not have to separately ask for the two types of data. However, you should be aware that the 
most recent one to three months of data are provisional and may change. 
Supplemental data reports in the MICIS database include NWS extended forecast products 
(medium-range station, three to five day state, six to ten day U.S.), CPC 30- and 90-day temperature 
and precipitation outlooks, weekly updates of the Palmer Drought and Crop Moisture Indices and 
NWS river and lake condition reports. 
Data Processing 
There are two categories of data processing on MICIS: 1) statistical and 2) physical process 
modeling. 
Standard statistical analyses include the computation of means, extremes, standard deviations, 
number of days above and below thresholds, rankings, probability distributions and incomplete 
gamma distributions for precipitation probabilities. 
Three classes of products result from physical process models: regional soil moisture estimates, 
com yield risk assessments and soybean yield risk assessments. The first two products result from 
a standard simulation model of corn growth and development, CERES-Maize (Jones and Kiniry, 
1986). The soybean product is based on a similar model for soybeans, SOYGRO (Wilkerson et al., 
1983). 
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GETTING STARTED 
Hardware and Software Requirements 
A user needs the following to communicate with MICIS: 
• Character terminal or PC with terminal emulation software 
• Modem (300-14,400 baud) or Internet Connection 
• For modem systems, communications software set for 7 data bits, 1 stop bit, even parity 
and full duplex. Suitable software packages include ProComm and Crosstalk. For Internet 
communications, telnet software is required. 
• Username and password 
Subscription Information 
MICK is accessible via telephone modem on a subscription basis. There are two primary classes 
of service. The fees and policies for these services follow. Prices are valid through at least 
December 1994. 
1) Regular Service 
Subscription fees are $35.00 per month for a minimum enrollment period of six months. The 
subscriber may cancel after the first month of the initial enrollment period if the system does not 
meet the user's needs. The monthly subscription fee provides the following services: 
• Access to all MICIS products by telephone modem 
• Free connect time of 10 minutes per month 
• During the first month of enrollment, 60 minutes of free connect time. Additional connect 
time is available at the following rates up to a maximum of $40.00 per month (after $40.00, 
additional connect time is free). 
8am-5pm $0.20 
5pm-9pm $0.10 
9pm-6am $0.05 
6am-8am $0.10 
Prepayment is required. Regular users will be billed on a semiannual basis for connect time 
charges and for regular monthly charges after the initial six month subscription period. 
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2) Limited Access Service 
Account set-up charges are $50.00 plus a required minimum deposit of $25.00 for connect time. 
There is no monthly fee. Connect time rates are: 
8am-5pm $0.25 
5pm-9pm $0.17 
9pm-6am $0.10 
6am-8am $0.17 
Accounts must be prepaid. When the account balance reaches zero ($0.00), it will be declared 
inactive, and the subscriber will not be allowed access until a deposit is made to the account. 
There is no limit on monthly connect time charges. The limited access user has access to daily 
climate data from all available stations as well as standard climatic summaries, statistically derived 
products and long-range forecast products. However, the limited access user does not have access 
to corn and soybean model yields, soil moisture estimates or regionally combined data. 
Login Procedure 
1) First, please remember to use lower case letters unless otherwise indicated as MICIS is case 
sensitive. 
2) Boot your communications software package and enter the terminal or communications mode 
(consult your communications software documentation for help with this). 
3) Dial the MICIS phone number (1-217-244-8392) or connect through Internet by telneting to 
mcc.sws.uiuc.edu (or 128.174.16.3). 
4) Once a carrier has been detected or after you have successfully telneted to mcc.sws.uiuc.edu, 
press <Return> or <Enter>. If you receive an uninterpretable message, press the <Break> key and 
then press <Return> or <Enter>. You should see the following message: 
SunOS UNIX (mcc.sws.uiuc.edu) 
login: 
Type in the login name assigned to you when your subscription was processed and then press 
<Return> or <Enter>. 
5) The system will then prompt you for your password: 
password: 
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Type in your password and then press <Return> or <Enter>. Your password may be any 
combination of alphanumeric characters and may be changed by you at any time by using the 
Add or Change Password option in the Utilities Menu. 
6) After successfully entering a valid login/password, you should receive a welcome message 
similar to the following: 
Last login: Wed Mar 2 12:03:30 from beth.sws.uiuc.ed 
SunOS Release 4.1.3 (MICIS) #3: Thu Dec 23 08:30:15 CST 1993 
Welcome to the Midwestern Climate Information System 
Midwestern Climate Center 
A ctrl-c will always terminate a given product and return you to 
the main menu. 
Note: We would appreciate any questions or comments from you. 
Please give us a call (217-244-8226) or use the mail 
facility in the utilities menu. 
Hit return or enter to continue > 
7) Upon pressing "Return" or "Enter" the MICIS main menu will be displayed. At the main 
menu, the user may begin to access information from the MICIS databases. A description of each 
main menu choice follows, beginning on page 8. 
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General Information 
We hope that the following brief tips will be helpful as you work through the MICIS menus: 
1) Some of the products are displayed using the Unix version of the More command so that the 
information will not scroll off the screen before you have time to view it You can tell when 
this procedure is being used when you see the word More in the lower lefthand side of die 
screen. To get the next page of information, press the space bar. Pressing <Enter> or <Return> 
will advance the screen by one line. 
2) The prompt for information from the user ends with >. 
3) For a given product, values inside square brackets, [], are the default values. By pressing the 
<Enter> key you will automatically accept the default. For example, with: 
Enter choice [1] > 
the value 1 is used if no other response is given. 
4) For a given product, values inside parentheses, (), are the range of valid values. For example, 
with: 
Enter choice (1-12) > 
the range of possible user choices is 1 through 12. 
5) Most MICIS products derived from the historical or real-time climate data contain information 
for a particular station. Therefore, station selection is typically the first step required of the user. 
To choose a station the user may: 
a) enter the six digit NCDC identification number directly (see Appendix D for daily climate 
station numbers) 
b) select from a state or climate division list displayed on MICIS 
c) select by station name by typing in one or several characters of the station name 
d) select from a list of stations within a user defined latitude/longitude box 
e) select from stations within the Great Lakes Basin 
After a station has been selected, all subsequent menu options that require a station selection 
will assume the most recent station chosen as a default if no new selection is made. 
NOTE: MICIS products based on hourly airport data require a different station selection procedure. 
The user either types in the three-character NWS station code or selects from a list of possible 
stations supplied by MICIS . A listing of the NWS hourly stations in and adjacent to the MCC 
region is given in Appendix E. 
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6) To help interpret some of the NCDC station names, the following abbreviations are often used: 
WSO NWS Weather Service Office 
AP Airport 
WSFO NWS Weather Service Forecast Office 
5_NE 5 miles Northeast of the Post Office (similarly 3_SE, would indicate 3 miles 
Southeast of the Post Office, etc.) 
Problems 
If you have problems logging onto MICIS, contact the Midwestern Climate Center at: 
(217) 244-8226. Office hours are Monday-Friday, 8a.m.-12p.m. and lp.m.-5p.m., Central Standard 
Time, or you can leave a message on our voice mail at any time. 
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THE MICK MENU 
Once the user has successfully logged onto MICIS (page 4), the MICIS main menu will be 
displayed as follows: 
MICIS Main Menu 
Choices: 
0) Background Information 
1) Daily Climate Observations(Temp,Precip) 
2) Statistically Derived Variables 
3) Climatic Summaries 
4) Long Range Forecasts 
5) Soil Moisture Estimates 
6) Corn Yield Risk Assessment <- Now available 
7) Soybean Yield Risk Assessment <- Now available 
8) Drought Indices 
9) Regional Data (Maps and Tables) 
10) Daily Humidity,Wind,Pressure,Evaporation,Radiation Data 
11) Illinois Climate Network Data 
12) Growing Degree Day Information (regional and site-specific) <-- New 
13) River and Lake Conditions <-- New 
s) Status of DataBase 
u) Utilities 
h) Help 
z) Logout 
Enter Choice > 
At the Enter Choice > prompt, the user can type a menu selection (0-13, s, u, h, or z) and press 
<Enter> or <Retum> to select an option. The following pages of the user guide will briefly review 
each of the main menu options and the products available. 
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Background Information Menu 
At the main menu, enter choice 0, and the background information menu will be displayed: 
Background Information Menu 
1) Overview of MICIS System 
2) Subscription Information 
3) Current Climate Products 
4) Historical Data Products 
5) Statistical Calculations 
6) Database Design 
7) Sources of Data 
8) Terminal Settings 
9) General Information 
q) Return to Main Menu 
Enter Choice > 
This option provides the user with on-line access to various MICIS documentation, similar to the 
information found in this user guide. 
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Daily Climate Observations Menu 
At the main menu, enter choice 1, and the daily climate observations menu will be displayed: 
Daily Climate Observations (temperature and precipitation) 
Current Data By Region: 
0) Mapped 
1) Tabular 
Historical Data By Station: 
2) Station Selection (choose a station) 
3) Estimate Missing Data For Products 4,5,6 (yes/no) 
4) By Year 
5) By Month 
6) Between Two Selected Date 
7) Selected Year, Last year and 30-Year Average 
8) Multiple Station Summaries (Temp and Prec) 
9) Multiple Station Summaries (Degree Days) 
10) Multiple Station Summaries (Snowfall) 
q) Return to Main Menu 
Current Station: (234358) KANSAS_CITY_WSMO_AP 
Enter Choice > 
Choose this option to: 
1) Examine daily data in the "current" database in either map or tabular format; or 
2) Obtain a listing of daily values in the "historical" database for single or multiple stations. 
The Mapped product (choice 0) provides a map of current climate data. When you initially use 
this product, you may find it beneficial to consult the following table. We have attempted to offer 
considerable flexibility with this product, using one or two letter product descriptors. However, it 
may require some practice before you are familiar with the abbreviations. 
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One or more choices can be made at each prompt Multiple entries are 
separated by spaces. A plot is displayed when you press <Enter> or <Return>. 
The prompt after the menu indicates the default choices. You may 
change these or accept the default map by entering a return. 
After a map is displayed you will be prompted by Next > at the end of 
the tide line. A return redisplays the menu, or you can type different 
choices and see the next map immediately. 
You can also specify the summation or average over x days by typing 
10day, 5day, 7day, etc. 
Examples: 
To get a map of Illinois high temperatures, type: 
il ht <Return> 
To get a map of Indiana precipitation for the previous day, type: 
in p - <Return> 
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The Tabular product lists current data for one or more days for a single state, a climate division 
or the entire region. 
Daily climate observations are also available by station. First you must select a station (or use 
the current default station). To choose a station you may: 
a) enter the six-digit NCDC identification number directly (see Appendix D for station numbers) 
b) select from a state or climate division list displayed on MICIS 
c) select by station name by typing in one or several characters of the station name 
d) select from a list of stations within a user defined latitude/longitude box 
After you have selected a station, all subsequent menu options that require a station selection will 
assume the most recent station chosen as a default. Historical data can be obtained for entire years, 
a single month or a user-selected time period. Multiple station summaries provide data for all 
stations with sufficient data in a climate division or state. 
Some sample daily climate observations produc's are given in Appendix A (samples 1-6). 
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Statistical Products Menu 
At the main menu, enter choice 2, and the statistical products menu will be displayed: 
Statistical Products (means, standard deviations, percentiles, etc.) 
Choices: 
1) Station Selection (choose a station) 
2) Monthly/Annual Climate Data 
3) Monthly Data for Selected Year, Previous Year, and 30-Year Average 
4) Daily Average Degree Day Data for a Given Season and Averaging Period 
5) Daily Average Temperature Data for a Given Season and Averaging Period 
6) Temperature Percentiles 
7) Temperature Percentiles plus Mean and Standard Deviations 
8) Precipitation Percentiles (Gamma Distribution) 
9) Threshold Search for Special Events 
10) Threshold Search for Runs of Special Events 
11) 1961-1990 Normals From NCDC <--New 
q) Return to Main Menu 
Current Station: (234358) KANSAS_CITY_WSMO_AP 
Enter Choice(s) > 
Statistically derived products include averages, totals, extremes, number of days above and below 
thresholds and climatic probabilities for temperature and precipitation. For example, this would be 
the place to obtain a listing of month by month total precipitation for the last eight years for a 
particular station. Since all products here are for a single station, station selection should be done 
first. The Threshold Search for Special Events identifies dates or counts days that meet certain 
criteria. 
Some sample statistical products are given in Appendix A (samples 7-12). 
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Climate Summaries Menu 
At the main menu, enter choice 3, and the climate summaries menu will be displayed: 
Climatic Summaries (by station) 
Choices: 
1) Station selection (choose a station) 
2) Temperature Summary 
3) Precipitation Summary 
4) Heating/Cooling Degree Day Summary 
5) Growing Degree Day Summary 
6) Growing Season Summary 
7) Climate Calendar 
71) Climate Calendar (spreadsheet format) 
8) Temperature Percentiles 
9) Precipitation Percentiles (Gamma Distribution) 
10) Sunrise-Sunset Times 
11) Climate Atlas (maps of climate statistics) 
12) Weekly Summaries 
13) Monthly Illinois Summary 
14) Monthly Midwestern Climate Impacts 
15) Champaign-Urbana Monthly Summaries 
16) 1961-1990 Normals from NCDC <-- New 
17) Maximum Temperature Threshold Climatology 
q) Return to Main Menu 
Current Station: (234358) KANSAS_CITY_WSMO_AP 
Enter Choice(s) > 
This section of MICIS produces a variety of single station climatic summary tables. As with the 
statistical products, station selection should be performed first. These products can be used to 
quickly describe the climate of a location. 
Some sample climatic summary products are given in Appendix A (samples 13-20). 
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Long Range Forecast Menu 
At the main menu, enter choice 4, and the long range forecast menu will be displayed: 
Forecast Menu (from the National Weather Service) 
1) 5 Day 
2) 6-10 Day 
3) Medium Range Forecast by Day (1 to 8 Days Ahead) <-- NEW 
4) 30-Day Written 
5) 30-Day Tabular 
6) 30-Day Temperature Forecast By Major Cities - Mapped 
7) 30-Day Precipitation Forecast By Major Cities - Mapped 
8) 90-Day Written 
9) 90-Day Tabular 
10) 90-Day Temperature Forecast By Major Cities - Mapped 
11) 90-Day Precipitation Forecast By Major Cities - Mapped 
12) Daily 7 Day Min/Max Temp 
13) El Nino - Southern Oscillation (ENSO) Advisory 
e) Long-range Explanation 
h) Seven Day Help 
q) Return to Main Menu 
Enter Choice > 
The long range forecast products are obtained directly from the NWS and the CPC and are 
provided as a service to the user. The MCC provides no interpretation or enhancement of the 
forecast products. 
A sample NWS state forecast product can be found in Appendix A (sample 21). 
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Soil Moisture Estimates Menu 
At the main menu, enter choice 5, and the soil moisture estimates menu will be displayed: 
Soil Moisture by Climate Division (using water-balance model) 
THIS IS AN EXPERIMENTAL PRODUCT BASED ON A COMPUTER MODEL OF THE 
SOIL WATER BALANCE. 
The model uses daily average climate data from all available stations in 
a climate division, assumes that corn is the cover crop, and uses the soil 
characteristics of the dominant soil in that climate division. The results 
are most useful when compared with model estimates from previous years. 
Choices: 
1) Mapped Soil Moisture 
2) Tabular Soil Moisture 
h) Explanation 
q) Return to Previous Menu 
Enter Choice > 
Soil moisture content estimates for the upper soil layers are provided in this section of MICIS. 
The estimates are based on a soil moisture model (Kunkel, 1990), which uses measured values of 
precipitation and temperature and assumes that corn is the crop grown in the soil representative of 
the region. In addition, one should be aware of the following aspects of the modeling effort: 
1) Estimates are averaged over an entire climate division and are not provided for individual 
stations. 
2) For each climate division the estimates are based on the soil characteristics of the dominant 
soil type for crops in that climate division. 
3) The user can choose the depth of the soil layer in four to ten inch increments from a depth of 
four inches to six feet. 
4) Values are expressed as inches of water, deviation from average conditions, percentage of 
potential plant available moisture (PPAM) and deviation from average plant available moisture. 
Plant available moisture is the amount of water in the soil that is available for use by the plant. 
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5) The values are updated daily with new values generally available by 11a.m. Central Standard 
Time. 
A sample soil moisture product is given in Appendix A (sample 22). 
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Corn Yield Risk Assessment Menu 
At the main menu, enter choice 6, and the com yield risk assessment menu will be displayed: 
Corn Yield Risk Assessment by Crop Reporting District (using CERES-Maize model) 
THIS IS AN EXPERIMENTAL PRODUCT BASED ON A COMPUTER MODEL OF THE 
GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF CORN. 
Updates are made every Tuesday morning or when conditions warrant it 
States available: IL IN IA KY MI MN MO OH WI NE ND SD KS 
Choices: 
1) Probability Distribution of Model Yields <-- New feature added 
2) Model Yields Categorized by 30-Day Weather Types 
3) Model Yields Categorized by 90-Day Weather Types 
4) Model Yields Selected on the Basis of Latest NWS 30-Day Forecast 
5) Model Yields Selected on the Basis of Latest NWS 90-Day Forecast 
6) Model Yields with Specific Weather Years Used to Finish Growing Season 
7) Corn Yield Advisory 
8) Time History of Regional average yields 
h) Explanation 
q) Return to Previous Menu 
Enter Choice > 
The corn yield risk assessment products provide a quantitative assessment of how current and 
possible future climate conditions may affect corn yields in the region. The CERES-Maize crop 
development and simulation model is used to produce these assessments (Jones and Kiniry, 1986; 
Kunkel and Hollinger, 1991). 
Sample corn yield risk assessment products are given in Appendix A (samples 23-24). 
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Soybean Yield Risk Assessment Menu 
At the main menu, enter choice 7, and the soybean yield risk assessment menu will be displayed: 
Soybean Yield Risk Assessment by Crop Reporting District (using SOYGRO model) 
THIS IS AN EXPERIMENTAL PRODUCT BASED ON A COMPUTER MODEL OF THE 
GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF SOYBEANS 
Please refer to the explanation for details about this product. Updates 
are made every Tuesday morning or when conditions warrant it 
Choices: 
1) Probability Distribution of Model Yields <-- New feature added 
2) Model Yields Categorized by 30-Day Weather Types 
3) Model Yields Categorized by 90-Day Weather Types 
4) Model Yields Selected on the Basis of Latest NWS 30-Day Forecast 
5) Model Yields Selected on the Basis of Latest NWS 90-Day Forecast 
6) Model Yields with Specific Weather Years Used to Finish Growing Season 
7) Soybean Yield Advisory 
8) Time History of Regional Average Yields 
h) Explanation 
q) Return to Previous Menu 
Enter Choice > 
This option provides the same information as the corn yield risk assessment products, except for 
soybeans. A comparable crop development and simulation model, SOYGRO, is used (Kunkel and 
Hollinger, 1991; Wilkerson et. al.,1983). 
A sample product of the soybean yield risk assessment in given in Appendix A (sample 25). 
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Drought Indices Menu 
At the main menu, enter choice 8, and the drought indices menu will be displayed: 
Drought Indices by climate division (from the Climate Analysis Center) 
Choices: 
1) Weekly Palmer Drought Index - table for this week (updated Tuesday p.m.) 
2) Weekly Palmer Drought Index - table for last week (updated Tuesday p.m.) 
3) Weekly Palmer Drought Index - map (updated Tuesday p.m.) 
4) Historical Palmer Indices Over Time (tabular) 
5) Historical Palmer Indices Over Space (tabular) 
6) Mapped Historical Palmer Indices 
7) Probability Projections of the Palmer Drought Index 
h) Explanation of Palmer Drought Index 
q) Return to Previous Menu 
Enter Choice > 
This section provides access to current and historical values of the Palmer Drought Indices, as 
well as probability projections. All products are based on climate division averages. A map product 
is available that includes the following options: drought indices, temperature and precipitation. 
The Palmer Drought Index is a relative index where the value of 0 indicates normal conditions; 
positive values indicate wet conditions; and negative values indicate dry conditions. Values greater 
than +3 or less than -3 indicate unusual conditions with the following descriptors: 
Appendix A gives several examples of drought index products available on MICIS (samples 26-
28). 
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Regional Data Menu 
At the main menu, enter choice 9, and the regional data menu will be displayed: 
Regional Historical Data by Climate Division/State/Region 
Choices: 
1) Historical Monthly Data Over Time (tabular) 
2) Historical Monthly Data Over Space (tabular) 
3) Historical Monthly Data Over Space (mapped) 
4) Regional Data between Two Dates (tabular) <-- Degree Day Info Added 
5) Regional Data between Two Dates (mapped) 
6) State-averaged Precipitation Summary 
7) State-averaged Temperature Summary 
8) Ranking of state-averaged Data 
9) Multiple Station Summaries by Climate Division 
10) Gridded Temperature/Precipitation/Degree Day Fields 
11) Monthly Degree Day/Temperature/Precipitation Data by Climate Division 
12) Ranking of Climate Division Precipitation/Temperature Info <-- New 
13) Expected Frequencies of Precip/Temperature Between Two Time Periods <~New 
q) Return to Main Menu 
Enter Choice > 
This option provides historical values of temperature, precipitation and the Palmer Drought 
Indices for a climate division, state or the midwestem region. 
Appendix A gives examples of regional data products available on MICIS (samples 29-34). 
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Daily Humidity, Wind, Pressure, Evaporation, Radiation Data Menu 
At the main menu, enter choice 10, and the daily humidity, wind, pressure, evaporation and 
radiation menu will be displayed: 
Products based on Airport Hourly Data (No Data prior to April 1,1990) 
1) Station Selection (choose a station) 
2) Mapped Data 
3) Single Station Data by Month 
4) Multiple Station Summaries (multiple days) 
5) Multiple Station Summaries (1 day) 
6) Historical Hourly Statistics for Selected Stations <-- New 
7) Historical Daily Statistics for Selected Stations <— New 
8) Historical Monthly/Annual Statistics for Selected Stations <-- New 
9) Climate Calendar for Selected Stations <-- New 
h) Background Info 
q) Return to Main Menu 
Station: (ORD) CHICAGO_OHARE_WSO_AP, IL 
Enter Choice > 
This option provides daily averages of hourly data collected at airports. State or regional maps 
are available, as are single- or multi-station summaries. Station selection for hourly data products 
is different than described earlier for products based on daily data. The user selects a station by 
entering a three-letter NWS station code. If the station code is not known, MICIS will display a list 
of stations available by state. A listing of the NWS hourly stations in and adjacent to the MCC 
region is given in Appendix E. 
A sample product derived from hourly data can be found in Appendix A (sample 35). 
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Illinois Climate Network Menu 
At the main menu, enter choice 11, and the Illinois Climate Network menu will be displayed: 
The Illinois Climate Network (ICN) provides detailed daily climate data 
for 18 stations in Illinois. The ICN is operated by the Illinois State 
Water Survey (Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Resources) under 
the direction of Dr. Steven Hollinger. Data are available by month 
beginning with January 1990. Data are normally updated on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday afternoons. 
Illinois Climate Network (ICN) 
Enter last two digits of year (i.e. 1990 = 90) or q to quit > 
This option provides access to data from a special automated climate network ran by the Illinois 
State Water Survey. Data are available for 19 Illinois sites and consist of temperature, relative 
humidity, wind speed and direction, solar radiation, precipitation, and soil temperature at four and 
eight inch depths. Dew point temperatures and evapotranspiration are derived from the measured 
parameters. 
A sample Illinois Climate Network (ICN) summary table can be found in Appendix A (sample 
36). 
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Growing Degree Day Information Menu 
At the main menu, enter choice 12, and the growing degree day information menu will be 
displayed: 
Growing Degree Day Information (Regional and Site-Specific) 
The first products have been added due to the increased concerns 
in the last two years of accumulating sufficient degree days 
for crop development. The other products are also found elsewhere 
in the menu, but are included here for convenience. Daily and monthly 
values for individual stations are not found here, but rather under 
main menu options 1 and 2. 
Choices: 
1) Station Selection (choose a station) 
2) Degree Day Projections by Climate Division 
3) Degree Day Projections by Crop Reporting District 
4) Daily Average Degree Day Data for a Given Season and Averaging Period 
5) Gridded Temperature/Precipitation/Degree Day Fields 
6) Monthly Degree Day/Temperature/Precipitation Data by Climate Division 
7) Growing Degree Day Climatic Summary(long-term averages) 
8) Multiple Station Summaries (Degree Days) 
q) Return to Main Menu 
Enter Choice > 
The growing degree day is a concept used to estimate crop growth and development. The basic 
concept is that growth and development will occur only when the temperature exceeds some 
minimum developmental threshold. Above that threshold, the rate of development will increase 
linearly as the temperature increases. Growing degree days (GDD) are calculated as follows. First 
the 
average temperature for a day, Ta, is calculated. This is given by 
where Tmax is the maximum daily temperature and Tmin is the minimum daily temperature. The 
number of degree days for a single day is then given as follows 
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where Tbase is the base or minimum developmental threshold temperature. For monitoring corn 
development, if the daily maximum temperature exceeds 86F, it is set equal to 86F, and if the 
minimum temperature is below 50F, it is set equal to 50F. To accumulate growing degree days, the 
daily GDD values are typically accumulated from the date of planting. 
Of particular concern in recent years is whether enough degree days will be accumulated through 
the growing season to mature the crop. The first two products will accumulate average degree days 
from a user-selected date (planting date) to the first fall frost on either a climate division or crop 
reporting district basis. These products can be used to aid hybrid selection. Historical daily and 
average degree day reports can also be generated on a single- and multi-station basis. In addition, 
regional temperature and precipitation data can be accessed from this menu. Although these 
products can be found elsewhere on MICIS, they are also included here as a convenience to 
complement the degree day information. 
Sample growing degree day products can be found in Appendix A (samples 37-38). 
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River and Lake Conditions Menu 
At the main menu, enter choice 13, and the river and lake conditions menu will be displayed: 
NWS River Stages and Lake Conditions 
These products are developed and released by the National 
Weather Service. Only the most current reports are available. 
Choices: 
1) Flooding conditions across the U.S. 
2) River Forecast for Ohio/Lower Mississippi 
3) River Forecast for Upper Mississippi 
4) Illinois River Conditions 
5) Indiana River Conditions 
6) Iowa River Conditions 
7) Kentucky River Conditions 
8) Minnesota River Conditions 
9) Missouri River Conditions 
10) Wisconsin River Conditions 
11) Great Lakes Conditions 
q) quit 
Enter choice > 
Because of the 1993 Mississippi River flooding, we have added the NWS river stages and lake 
conditions statements to MICIS. These messages are passed on as received from the NWS and are 
provided as a service to the user. MCC provides no interpretation or enhancement of these 
statements. 
A sample river and lake conditions product can be found in Appendix A (sample 39). 
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Status of Database 
At the main menu, enter choice s, and a message describing the status of the MICIS database will 
be displayed: 
The status of daily data in the MICIS database is as follows: 
Weather wire data available through 5/31/94 
Preliminary data from National Climatic Data Center through 1/31/94 
Final quality controlled data from National Climatic Data Center through 10/31/94 
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Utilities Menu 
At the main menu, enter choice u, and the utilities menu will be displayed: 
Utilities Menu 
m) Mail Menu 
p) Add or Change Password 
d) Display Recent Logins 
a) Display Recent Accounting Records (Limited Subscriptions) 
t) Set Terminal and Printer Options 
q) Return to Main Menu 
Enter Choice > 
This option allows the user to perform the following functions: 
1) Send mail to MCC personnel. We appreciate any comments or suggestions. 
2) Change your password. For your protection, we recommend using a password that is 
not obvious and changing it frequently. 
3) Display recent logins and accounting records. This allows you to monitor your system 
usage. You may find this useful if there are multiple users on your account. 
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Help 
At the main menu, enter choice h, and the following general information about each main menu 
option will be displayed: 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
- general information about the system, the data, access, and fees 
DAILY CLIMATE OBSERVATIONS 
- displays the daily historical data for temperature, rain, snow, degree days, 
etc, in several different formats (by year or month or between two dates) 
for a given station 
STATISTICALLY DERIVED VARIABLES 
- monthly means or sums of climate data, percentiles of temperature and 
precipitation 
CLIMATIC SUMMARIES 
- for user selected period summarizes the long-term climate data by month and 
year. For example, the mean January temperature, the record high January 
temperature, average snow for a given station. 
LONG-RANGE FORECASTS 
- standard 5-, 10-, 30-, and 90-day NWS forecast 
SOIL MOISTURE ESTIMATES 
- water-balance model used to estimate soil moisture by climate division (same 
model used in the corn and soybean yield scenarios) 
CORN YIELD SCENARIOS 
- uses the Ceres-Maize model, output by climate division 
SOYBEAN YIELD SCENARIOS 
- uses the Ceres-Soybean model, output by climate division 
DROUGHT INDICES 
- Palmer indices and monthly precipitation anomalies provided by CAC. 
Historical monthly Palmer, precipitation, and temperatures provided by NCDC. 
REGIONAL HISTORICAL DATA 
- Historical monthly Palmer drought indices, precipitation, and temperatures 
provided by NCDC. 
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UTILITIES 
- mail, change of password, login history 
Hit return or enter to continue > 
Additional helpful information is available from the main menu in option 0) Background 
Information. 
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APPENDIX A. 
Sample Products 
A1 
The following pages give samples of MICIS products, along with the menu choices to access 
them. User entries are in bold print. For each product displayed, the main and secondary menu 
choices are given, but the menus are not shown. Listings of the main and secondary menus can be 
found in "The MICIS Menu" section of the user guide. Where necessary, menus below the first two 
levels are displayed. The products are shown as they would appear on your screen. The following 
products are given: 
1. Daily climate data for one element by year A5 
2. Daily climate data for all elements by month A7 
3. Daily climate data for user-selected time period A9 
4. Daily climate data for user-selected month with previous year and 
30-year average A12 
5. Multiple station temperature and precipitation summary for user-selected 
time period A14 
6. Table of one week of daily temperature and precipitation reports for 
Illinois A16 
7. Monthly/annual climate data A20 
8. Monthly/annual climate data for user-selected year with previous year 
and 30-year average A22 
9. Daily long-term average degree days for user-selected time period A23 
10. Average temperature probabilities A25 
11. Average precipitation probabilities A26 
12. Threshold search for special events A27 
13. Monthly, seasonal, annual temperature summary A28 
14. Monthly, seasonal, annual precipitation summary A29 
15. Heating/cooling degree day summary A30 
A2 
16. Growing degree day summary A31 
17. Growing season summary A32 
18. Daily climate calendar for user-selected month A33 
19. Sunrise-sunset times A35 
20. Weekly climate summary A37 
21. 5-day forecast for the state of Indiana A38 
22. Map of climate division soil moisture deficits for MCC region A39 
23. Corn yield risk assessment for past years similar to long-range forecast A41 
24. Corn yield risk assessment advisory A42 
25. Soybean yield risk assessment categorized by 30-day weather type A43 
26. Palmer drought index state map A45 
27. Palmer drought index for user-selected region and years A46 
28. Palmer drought index projections A47 
29. Climate division average precipitation for user-selected years . A48 
30. Climate division average precipitation for all climate divisions in 
the region and a user-selected month A49 
31. Regional map of climate division precipitation for user-selected month A51 
32. Climate division precipitation and temperature for user-selected 
time period and state A52 
33. State map of climate division precipitation percent of normal for 
user-selected month A53 
34. Regional map of daily high temperatures for the MCC region A54 
35. Monthly summary of daily data collected at Chicago, O'Hare A55 
A3 
36. Illinois Climate Network monthly summary A56 
37. Growing degree day projection by climate division A59 
38. Growing degree day summary A60 
39. River and lake condition report for the Upper Mississippi River Valley A61 
While this list is not exhaustive, it provides a good sample of the types of products available on 
MICIS, and we hope that working through these examples will help familiarize you with MICIS. 
A4 
1. Daily climate data for one element hy year 
Main Menu Choice: 1 (Daily Climate Observations(Temp,Precip)) 
Secondary Menu Choice: 4 (By Year) 
Do you want: time series (1) or screen format (2) [2] > 2 
1) precipitation 
2) minimum temperature 
3) maximum temperature 
4) snow fall 
5) snow depth 
6) mean temperature 
7) heating degree days (default: base 65) 
8) cooling degree days (default: base 65) 
9) growing degree days (default: base 50) 
10) corn growing degree days (base: 50, ceiling: 86) 
q) Quit 
Choices Should be Separated by Blanks 
Enter Choices(s) > 3 
Enter Beginning Year (4-digits) [1994] > 1993 
Enter Ending Year (4-digits) [1994] > 1993 
A5 
Station: (117382) ROCKFORD_WSO_AP 
Year: 1993 
Element: Maximum Temperature (F) 
A6 
2. Daily climate data for all elements by month 
Main Menu Choice: 1 (Daily Climate Observauons(Temp,Precip) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 5 (By Month) 
Do you also want degree day data (y/n) [n] > y 
Degree day choices: 
1 = heating degree days (default: base 65) 
2 = cooling degree days (default: base 65) 
3 = growing degree days (default: base 50) 
4 = corn growing degree days (base: 50, ceiling: 86) 
Enter method [1] > 1 
Enter degree day base [65] > 65 
Enter Year (4-digits) [1994] > 1993 
Enter month (1-12) [3] > 1 
A7 
STATION: ROCKFORD_WSO_AP (Station ID: 117382) 
A8 
3. Daily climate data for user-selected rime period 
Main Menu Choice: 1 (Daily Climate Observations(Temp,Precip) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 6 (Between Two Selected Date) 
Enter Beginning Year (4-digits) [1994] > 1993 
Enter Beginning Month (1-12) [3] > 6 
Enter Beginning Day (1-31) [28] > 1 
Enter Ending Year (4-digits) [1994] > 1993 
Enter Ending Month (1-12) [3] > 7 
Enter Ending Day (1-31) [28] > 31 
1 - precipitation 2 - min temperature 
3 - max temperature 4 - snow 
5 - snow depth 6 - mean temperature 
7 - degree days 8 - all of the above 
Multiple choices should be separated by blanks 
Enter Choice(s) > 1 2 3 6 
A9 
STATION: ROCKFORD_WSO_AP (Station ID: 117382) 
A10 
All 
4. Daily climate data for user-selected month with previous year and 30-year average 
Main Menu Choice: 1 (Daily Climate Observations(Temp,Precip) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 7 (Selected Year, Last Year and 30-Year Average) 
Enter the year (4-digits) [1994] > 1993 
Enter the month [03] > 8 
1 = precipitation 2 = minimum temperature 
3 = maximum temperature 4 = snowfall 
5 = snow depth 6 = mean temperature 
Enter the element > 1 
A12 
Station: (132203) DES_MOINES_WSFO_ARPT 
Year: 1993 
Element: Precipitation (in) 
A13 
5. Multiple station temperature and precipitation summary for user-selected time period 
Main Menu Choice: 1 (Daily Climate Observations(Temp,Precip) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 8 (Multiple Station Summaries (Temp and Prec)) 
This product gives one-line temperature and precipitation summaries for 
a user-determined time period. Only stations which have reported on at 
least 10% of the days in the period are included. 
Regions: il in ia ky mi mn mo oh wi cn q 
Enter state [il] > mo 
Missouri has 6 climate divisions 
Please enter the divisions you are interested in [all] > 1 
Time Periods: 
1) Last 7 Days 
2) Last 30 Days 
3) This Month 
4) Last Month 
5) Select beginning and ending date 
Enter Choice [1] > 5 
Enter Beginning Year (4-digits) [1994] > 1993 
Enter Beginning Month (1-12) [3] > 7 
Enter Beginning Day (1-31) [28] > 1 
Enter Ending Year (4-digits) [1994] > 1993 
Enter Ending Month (1-12) [3] > 7 
Enter Ending Day (1-31) [28] > 31 
A14 
State: Missouri Climate Division: 1 
From 7/01/1993 To 7/31/1993 
Departures based on climate division averages for the period 
A15 
6. Table of one week of daily temperature and precipitation reports for Illinnis 
Main Menu Choice: 1 (Daily Climate Observations(Temp,Precip)) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 1 (Tabular) 
Tabular Current Climate Data 
Air Temperature and Precipitation 
1) By Day (Data for one Station-Day per line) 
2) By Week(Data for one Element-Station-Week per line) 
Soil Temperature 
3) By Day 
q) exit menu 
Enter Choice > 2 
Area Choices: ia il in ky mi mn nd mo oh wi all 
Enter Area(s) > il 
Enter Number of Days of Data > 7 
Enter ending date [ 94 03 28 ] > 94 03 28 
A16 
A17 
A18 
A19 
7. Monthly/annual climate data 
Main Menu Choice: 2 (Statistically Derived Variables) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 2 (Monthly/Annual Climate Data) 
Monthly/Annual Data: 
1 - Total Precipitation (in) 2 - Mean Maximum Temperature (F) 
3 - Mean Minimum Temperature (F) 4 - Mean Daily Temperature (F) 
5 - Snowfall (in) 6 - Extreme Maximum Temperature (F) 
7 - Extreme Minimum Temperature (F) 8 - Extreme Daily Temperature (F) 
9 - Extreme Daily Precipitation (in) 10 - Heating Degree Days (65 F) 
11 - Cooling Degree Days (65 F) 12 - Growing Degree Days (50 F) 
13 - Corn Grow Degree Days (50 F) 14 - No. of Days Measurable Precip 
15 - No. of Days Precip >= 0.10 in 16 - No. of Days Precip >= 0.50 in 
17 - No. of Days Precip >= 1.00 in 18 - No. of Days Max Temp >= 90 F 
19 - No. of Days Min Temp <= 32 F 20 - No. of Days Min Temp <= 0 F 
21 - No. of Days Snowfall > 0 in 22 - No. of Days Snow Depth >= 1 in 
23 - Dates of fall and spring freezes 
q - Quit 
Choices Should be Separated by Blanks 
Enter Choices(s) [1] > 1 18 
Do you want: 
0 = the calendar year 
1 = year starting in July (Jul-Jun)? 
Note: choice #23 is only available for the calendar year 
Enter your choice [0] > 0 
Enter Beginning Year (4-digits) [1994] > 1985 
Enter Ending Year (4-digits) [1994] > 1993 
A20 
Station: (132203) DES_MOINES_WSFO_ARPT, IA 
From Year 1985 To 1993 
Total Precipitation (in) 
Station: (132203) DES_MOINES_WSFO_ARPT, IA 
From Year 1985 To 1993 
No. of Days Max Temperature >= 90 F 
A21 
8. Monthly/annual climate data for user-selected year with previous year and 30-year average 
Main Menu Choice: 2 (Statistically Derived Variables) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 3 (Monthly Data for Selected Year, Previous Year, and 30-Year 
Average) 
Enter the year (4-digits) [1994] > 1993 
Do you want: 
0 = the calendar year 
1 = year starting in July (Jul-Jun)? 
Enter your choice [0] > 0 
Do you want: 
1 = precipitation 2 = minimum temperature 
3 = maximum temperature 4 = snowfall 
5 = snow depth 6 = mean temperature 
Enter the element [1] > 1 
Station: (231791) COLUMBIA_WSO_AP 
Element: Precipitation (in) 
A22 
9. Daily long-term average degree days for user-selected time period 
Main Menu Choice: 2 (Statistically Derived Variables) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 4 (Daily Average Degree Day Data for a Given Season and Averaging 
Period) 
Time span: 
1 -1961-1990 
2-1951-1980 
3 - 1948-to present 
4 - Period of record 
5 - User selected time interval 
Please enter your choice [1] > 3 
Degree Days: 
1 - Heating Degree Days 
2 - Cooling Degree Days 
3 - Growing Degree Days 
4 - Corn Growing Degree Days 
Please enter the type of degree day [1] > 4 
Please enter the degree day base [50F] > 50 
Now define the season. 
Enter Beginning Month (1-12) [3] > 5 
Enter Beginning Day (1-31) [28] > 15 
Enter Ending Month (1-12) [3] > 6 
Enter Ending Day (1-31) [28] > 30 
A23 
Station: (231791) COLUMBIA_WSO_AP 
Base: 50 Average Corn Growing Degree Day-
Season: 48 days 
Years: 1948 to 1994 
A24 
10. Average temperature probabilities 
Main Menu Choice: 2 (Statistically Derived Variables) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 6 (Temperature Percentiles) 
Temperature choices: 
1 - Maximum Temperature 
2 - Minimum Temperature 
3 - Mean Temperature 
Enter choice of temperature probabilities [1] > 1 
Time span: 
1 - 1961-1990 
2 - 1951-1980 
3 - 1948-to present 
4 - Period of record 
5 - User selected time span 
Enter your choice [1] > 1 
Probabilities: Maximum Temperature (F) Missing Data: 0.0% 
Station: (111549) CHICAGO_0'HARE_WSO_ARPT Years: 1961 To 1990 
A25 
11. Average precipitation probabilities 
Main Menu Choice: 2 (Statistically Derived Variables) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 8 (Precipitation Percentiles (Gamma Distribution)) 
Time span: 
1 - 1961-1990 
2 - 1951-1980 
3 - 1948-to present 
4 - Period of record 
5 - User selected time span 
Enter your choice [1] > 1 
Probabilities: Precipitation (in) Missing Data: 0.2% 
Station: (111549) CHICAGO_O'HARE_WSO_ARPT Years: 1961 To 1990 
A26 
12. Threshold search for special events 
Main Menu Choice: 2 ( Statistically Derived Variables) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 9 (Threshold Search for Special Events) 
This product searches for days for which the values of climate variables 
are above or below user-chosen thresholds. You may specify multiple 
criteria. Only those days which meet all criteria will be chosen. 
symbol definitions: => equal to or greater than 
<= less than or equal to 
= equal to 
1 - Precipitation => 10 - Mean Temperature => 
2 - Precipitation <= 11 - Mean Temperature <= 
3 - Precipitation = 12 - Mean Temperature = 
4 - Maximum Temperature => 13 - Snowfall => 
5 - Maximum Temperature <= 14 - Snowfall <= 
6 - Maximum Temperature = 15 - Snowfall = 
7 - Minimum Temperature => 16 - Snowdepth => 
8 - Minimum Temperature <= 17 - Snowdepth <= 
9 - Minimum Temperature = 18 - Snowdepth = 
Choices Should be Separated by Blanks. Enter the choice first and 
then the threshold for that choice. You may enter multiple choices. 
Enter hundreds of inches for Precip (2.00 inches=200), degrees for 
Temp(50 deg F=50),tenths for snowfall(5.0 inches=50), and inches for 
snowdepth(5 inches=5). 
Enter Choices(s) > 1 400 
Enter Beginning Year (4-digits) [ 1949] > 1949 
Enter Ending Year (4-digits) [1994] > 1994 
Enter Season (l=whole year,2=season) [2] > 1 
Enter Output Option(l=dates,2=counts) [1] > 1 
CHICAGO_O'HARE_WSO_ARPT 
years 1949 to 1994 month 1 day 1 to month 12 day 31 
Conditions are : 
Precipitation greater than or equal to 4.00 inches 
Year Month Day Precip Tmax Tmin Snowfall Snowdepth 
A27 
13. Monthly, seasonal, annual temperature summary 
Main Menu Choice: 3 (Climatic Summaries) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 2 (Temperature Summary) 
Time span: 
1 - 1961-1990 
2 - 1951-1980 
3 - 1948-to present 
4 - Period of record 
5 - 1961-1990 Averages, Period of Record Extremes 
6 - User selected time interval 
Please enter your choice [1] > 1 
Station: (217004) ROCHESTER_WSO_AP Missing Data: .0% NCDC Averages 
Averages: 1961-1990 Extremes: 1961-1990 #Day-Max #Day-Min 
A28 
14. Monthly, seasonal, annual precipitation summary 
Main Menu Choice: 3 (Climatic Summaries) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 3 (Precipitation Summary) 
Time span: 
1 - 1961-1990 
2 - 1951-1980 
3 - 1948-to present 
4 - Period of record 
5 - 1961-1990 Averages, Period of Record Extremes 
6 - User selected time interval 
Please enter your choice [1] > 1 
Station: (217004) ROCHESTER_WSO_AP Missing Data: 1% 
Averages: 1961-1990 Extremes: 1961-1990 
A29 
15. Heating/cooling degree day summary 
Main Menu Choice: 3 (Climatic Summaries) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 4 (Heating/Cooling Degree Day Summary) 
Time span: 
1 - 1961-1990 
2 - 1951-1980 
3 - 1948-to present 
4 - Period of record 
5 - User selected time interval 
Please enter your choice [1] > 1 
Station: (129430) WEST_LAFAYETTE_6_NW Missing Data: 0.0% 
Degree Days to Selected Base Temperatures (F) 
Derived from the 1961-1990 Data 
A30 
16. Growing degree day summary 
Main Menu Choice: 3 (Climatic Summaries) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 5 (Growing Degree Day Summary) 
Time span: 
1 - 1961-1990 
2 - 1951-1980 
3 - 1948-to present 
4 - Period of record 
5 - User selected time interval 
Please enter your choice [1] > 1 
Station: (129430) WEST_LAFAYETTE_6_NW Missing Data: 0.0% 
Growing Degree Days to Selected Base Temperatures (F) 
Corn Growing Degree Days 
Derived from the 1961-1990 Data 
M = Monthly Data S = Running Sum of Monthly Data 
A31 
17. Growing season summary 
Main Menu Choice: 3 (Climatic Summaries) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 6 (Growing Season Summary) 
Time span: 
1 - 1961-1990 
2 - 1951-1980 
3 - 1948-to present 
4 - Period of record 
5 - User selected time interval 
Please enter your choice [1] > 1 
Growing Season Summary 
Station: (129430) WEST_LAFAYETTE_6_NW 
Years: 1961 To 1990 Missing Data: 0.0% 
A32 
18. Daily climate calendar for user-selected month 
Main Menu Choice: 3 (Climatic Summaries) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 7 (Climate Calendar) 
Time span: 
1 - 1961-1990 
2 - 1951-1980 
3 - 1948-to present 
4 - Period of record 
5 - 1961-1990 Averages, Period of record Extremes 
6 - User selected time interval 
Please enter your choice [1] > 1 
Enter month(s) separated by blanks or 13 for the entire year 
Enter Month(s) [3] > 7 
1 - Avg Max Temperature 2 - Avg Mean Temperature 
3 - Avg Min Temperature 4 - High Max Temperature 
5 - Low Max Temperature 6 - High Mean Temperature 
7 - Low Mean Temperature 8 - High Min Temperature 
9 - Low Min Temperature 10 - all of the above (1-9) 
11 - all except avg data (1,3,4,5,8,9) 
Enter Choice(s) [10] > 1 2 
A33 
Daily Climate Calendar Averages: 1961-1990 Extremes: 1961-1990 
Station: (331786) COLUMBUS_WSO_AIRPORT Percent Missing: 0.00 
Month= July 
A34 
19. Sunrise-sunset times 
Main Menu Choice: 3 (Climatic Summaries) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 10 (Sunrise-Sunset Times) 
This product provides approximate sunrise and sunset times. Daylight 
Savings Time is assumed for the entire months of October and April. You 
may have to subtract or add an hour for the last few days of October or 
the first few days of April. 
Enter Year (4-digits) [1994] > 1993 
Enter beginning month [1] > 1 
Enter ending month [12] > 2 
A35 
COLUMBUS_WSO_AIRPORT 40 0 N 82 52 W 
year 1993 
A36 
20. Weekly climate summary 
Main Menu Choice: 3 (Climatic Summaries) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 12 (Weekly Summaries) 
1) precipitation 
2) minimum temperature 
3) maximum temperature 
4) mean temperature 
5) heating degree days (default: base 65) 
6) cooling degree days (default: base 65) 
7) growing degree days (default: base 50) 
8) corn growing degree days (base: 50, ceiling: 86) 
q) Quit 
Enter Choice > 1 
Enter Beginning Year (4-digits) [1951] > 1961 
Enter Ending Year (4-digits) [1994] > 1990 
Climate division (1) or individual station(2) [2] > 2 
Weekly Summary : Precipitation (in) 
Station : (331786) COLUMBUS_WSO_AIRPORT 
Years : 1961 to 1990 
A37 
21. 5-Day forecast for the state of Indiana 
Main Menu Choice: 4 (Long Range Forecasts) 
Secondary Menu Choice: 1 ( 5 Day) 
Enter State ID (2-char, caps.) > IN 
STATE FORECAST FOR INDIANA ...UPDATED 
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE INDIANAPOLIS IN 
1030 AM EST MON MAY 23 1994 
. THIS AFTERNOON ... PARTLY SUNNY AND WARM. HIGHS IN THE 80S. 
. TONIGHT ... PARTLY CLOUDY. A CHANCE OF THUNDERSHOWERS NORTH AFTER 
MIDNIGHT. LOWS AROUND 60. 
. TUESDAY ... PARTLY CLOUDY. A CHANCE OF THUNDERSTORMS NORTH AND CENTRAL. 
HIGHS IN THE 80S. 
. EXTENDED FORECAST ... 
. WEDNESDAY ... A CHANCE OF MORNING SHOWERS NORTH ... AND A CHANCE OF 
THUNDERSHOWERS CENTRAL AND SOUTH. LOWS IN THE UPPER 50S TO THE MIDDLE 
60S. 
HIGHS IN THE MIDDLE 70S TO MIDDLE 80S. 
. THURSDAY ... PARTLY CLOUDY AND COOLER. LOWS 45 TO 55. HIGHS FROM THE 
LOWER 60S TO LOWER 70S. 
. FRIDAY ... MOSTLY CLEAR. LOWS IN THE MIDDLE 40S TO LOWER 50S. HIGHS IN 
THE UPPER 60S TO MIDDLE 70S. 
EP 
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22. Map of climate division soil moisture deficits for MCC region 
Main Menu Choice: 5 (Soil Moisture Estimates) 
Soil Moisture by Climate Division (using water-balance model) 
THIS IS AN EXPERIMENTAL PRODUCT BASED ON A COMPUTER MODEL OF THE 
SOIL WATER BALANCE. 
The model uses daily average climate data from all available stations in 
a climate division, assumes that com is the cover crop, and uses the soil 
characteristics of the dominant soil in that climate division. The results 
are most useful when compared with model estimates from previous years. 
Choices: 
1) Mapped Soil Moisture 
2) Tabular Soil Moisture 
h) Explanation 
q) Return to Previous Menu 
Enter Choice > 1 
Soil Moisture Data by Climate Division 
1) Current Year 
2) Last Year 
3) Deviation from long-term 
4) Low for the period of record 
5) High for the period of record 
6) Current Year percent potential plant available water 
7) Last Year percent potential plant available water 
8) Deviation of percent potential plant available water 
q) Quit 
Enter Choice [3] > 3 
Depths: 4 10 12 20 30 36 40 50 60 70 72 80 (inches) 
Enter depth [72] > 72 
Regions: mw MW ia il in ky mn mi UP mo nd oh wi 
Enter region [mw] > mw 
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23. Corn yield risk assessment for past years similar to long-range forecast 
Main Menu Choice: 6 (Corn Yield Risk Assessment <- Now available) 
Secondary Menu Choice: 5 (Model Yields Selected on the Basis of Latest NWS 
90-Day Forecast) 
Information is presented only for crop reporting districts where we have 
reasonable skill in simulating yields for past years 
Regions: mw il in ia ky mi mn mo oh wi ne nd sd ks q 
sum = regional summary 
Enter Region(s) [sum] > il 
Illinois 
7/25/1994 
Corn Yield Risk Assessment 
(simulation years chosen based on National Weather Service long-range forecast) 
(**** = no years in that weather category) 
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24. Corn yield risk assessment advisory 
Main Menu Choice: 6 (Corn Yield Risk Assessment <- Now available) 
Secondary Menu Choice: 7 (Corn Yield Advisory) 
Corn Yield Risk Assessment Advisory 
July 25, 1994 
The past week was wetter than last week over most of the Midwest with 
rainfall of 1 to 3 inches reported over most areas. Drier areas (<1") 
included southwestern Minnesota, Iowa, northern Missouri, southern and 
western Illinois, southern Indiana and southern and eastern Ohio. 
It was a cool week in the western Corn Belt again, where temperatures 
were as much as 4 deg F below normal in Minnesota. The eastern Corn Belt 
experienced near normal temperatures. Soil moisture remains above normal 
in Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, northern Indiana, southeastern 
Missouri, and western Kentucky. Soil moisture is deficient in a belt 
extending from southwestern Missouri northeastward through central Illinois. 
Since the weather was not too different from a typical summer week, 
the model yield values have improved a little from the last week's runs. 
The regional median value is 129 bu/acre, up two from last week. 
The range of 114-140 bu/acre is slightly lower than last week. The low value 
rose from 113 to 114 bu/acre. This appears to be the result of the passage 
of one week of growing weather without widespread crop-damaging conditions. 
To provide an historical perspective, a comparison of model versus USDA 
estimated yields is given below for the past five years: 
The model is run for the following areas: Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, 
Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio, Wisconsin, eastern Nebraska, eastern 
North Dakota, eastern South Dakota, eastern Kansas. 
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25. Soybean yield risk assessment categorized by 30-day weather type 
Main Menu Choice: 7 (Soybean Yield Risk Assessment) 
Secondary Menu Choice: 2 (Model Yields Categorized by 30-Day Weather Types) 
Information is presented only for crop reporting districts where we have 
reasonable skill in simulating yields for past years. 
Regions: mw il in ia ky mi mn mo oh ne q 
Enter Region(s) [sum] > mw 
Illinois 
7/25/1994 
Soybean Yield Risk Assessment 
Yield (Bushels/acre) 
(categorized by type of weather for the next 30 days in the simulation year) 
(9999 = no years in that weather category) 
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26. Palmer drought index state map 
Main Menu Choice: 8 (Drought Indices) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 3 (Weekly Palmer Drought Index - map (updated Tuesday p.m.) 
1) Crop Moisture Index 
2) Weekly Change in Crop Moisture Index 
3) Moisture Anomaly (Z) Index 
4) Palmer Drought Index 
q)Quit 
Enter Choice [4] > 4 
Regions: mw MW ia il in ky mn mi UP mo nd oh wi 
Enter region [MW] > in 
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27. Palmer drought index for user-selected region and years 
Main Menu Choice: 8 (Drought Indices) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 4 (Historical Palmer Indices Over Time (tabular)) 
Historical Data by Climate Division (1895 to present) 
1 = Palmer Hydrological Drought Index 
2 = Palmer Drought Severity Index 
3 = Precipitation 
4 = Temperature 
5 = Departure from Normal Precipitation (1961-1990) 
6 = Departure from Normal Temperature (1961-1990) 
q = Quit 
Enter Choice [1] > 1 
Enter Beginning Year (4-digits) [1994] > 1984 
Enter Ending Year (4-digits) [1994] > 1993 
State: il in ia ky mi mn mo oh wi ks nd ne sd q 
enter state or q to quit > ia 
Iowa has 9 climate divisions 
Enter the climate division(s) of interest > 8 9 
Palmer Hydrological Drought Index 
Palmer Hydrological Drought Index 
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28. Palmer drought index projections 
Main Menu Choice: 8 (Drought Indices) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 7 (Probability Projections of the Palmer Drought Index) 
Probability Projections of the Palmer Drought Index (CPC-NWS) 
Choices: 
il in ia ky mi mn mo nd oh wi mw 
q -Quit 
Multiple Choices Should Be Separated By A Blank 
Enter Choice(s) > oh 
PROBABILITY PROJECTIONS OF THE JUN 1994 PALMER DROUGHT INDEX 
TO THE END OF SEP 1994 
FOR SEVEN DROUGHT CATEGORIES (DRY AND WET) 
FOR THE CLIMATE DIVISIONS IN THE CENTRAL REGION 
BASED ON PAST 63 YEARS OF HISTORICAL DATA 
CLIMATE ANALYSIS CENTER-NMC-NWS-NOAA 
HYDROLOGIC SERVICES DIVISION-OH-NWS-NOAA 
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29. Climate division average precipitation for user-selected years 
Main Menu Choice: 9 (Regional Data (Maps and Tables)) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 1 (Historical Monthly Data Over Time (tabular)) 
Historical Data by Climate Division (1895 to present) 
1 = Palmer Hydrological Drought Index 
2 = Palmer Drought Severity Index 
3 = Precipitation 
4 = Temperature 
5 = Departure from Normal Precipitation (1961-1990) 
6 = Departure from Normal Temperature (1961-1990) 
q = Quit 
Enter Choice [1] > 3 
Enter Beginning Year (4-digits) [1994] > 1980 
Enter Ending Year (4-digits) [1994] > 1993 
State: il in ia ky mi mn mo oh wi ks nd ne sd q 
enter state or q to quit > il 
Illinois has 9 climate divisions 
Enter the climate division(s) of interest > 5 
P r e c i p i t a t i o n 
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30. Climate division average precipitation for all climate divisions in the region 
and a user-selected month 
Main Menu Choice: 9 (Regional Data (Maps and Tables)) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 2 (Historical Monthly Data Over Space (tabular)) 
Historical Data by Climate Division (1895 to present) 
1 = Palmer Hydrological Drought Index 
2 = Palmer Drought Severity Index 
3 = Precipitation 
4 = Temperature 
q = Quit 
Enter Choice [1] > 3 
Enter Year (4-digits) [1994] > 1993 
Enter the month (1-12) [1] > 7 
Regions: mw il in ia ky mi mn mo oh wi ks ne sd nd q 
Enter Region(s) [mw] > mw 
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31. Regional map of climate division precipitation for user-selected month 
Main Menu Choice: 9 (Regional Data (Maps and Tables)) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 3 (Historical Monthly Data Over Space (mapped)) 
Historical Data by Climate Division (1895 to present) 
1) Palmer Hydrological Drought Index 
2) Palmer Drought Severity Index 
3) Precipitation 
4) Average Precipitation (1961-90) 
5) Precipitation (Percent of Average) 
6) Precipitation Departure 
7) Temperature 
8) Average Temperature (1961-90) 
9) Temperature (Percent of Average) 
10) Temperature Departure 
q)Quit 
Enter Choice [1] >3 
Enter Year (4-digits) [1994] > 1988 
Enter the month (1-12) [1] > 7 
Regions: mw MW ia il in ky mn mi UP mo oh wi nd 
Enter region [mw] > mw 
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32. Climate division precipitation and temperature for user-selected rime period and state 
Main Menu Choice: 9 (Regional Data (Maps and Tables)) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 4 (Regional Data between Two Dates (tabular)) 
States: il in ia ky mi mn mo oh wi q 
Enter state > mi 
Enter beginning year (4-digits) > 1988 
Enter beginning month (1-12) > 4 
Enter beginning day (1-31) > 1 
Enter ending year (4-digits) > 1988 
Enter ending month (1-12) > 8 
Enter ending day (1-31) > 15 
Do you want: 
1) temperature & precipitation 
2) Degree Day data 
Enter choice > 1 
Michigan 
4/ 1/1988 to 8/15/1988 
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33. State map of climate division precipitation percent of normal for user-selected month 
Main Menu Choice: 9 (Regional Data (Maps and Tables)) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 5 (Regional Data between Two Dates (mapped)) 
Regions: il in ia ky mi mn mo oh wi mw q 
Enter region > ia 
Enter beginning year (4-digits) > 1993 
Enter beginning month (1-12) > 5 
Enter beginning day (1-31) > 15 
Enter ending year (4-digits) > 1993 
Enter ending month (1-12) > 8 
Enter ending day (1-31) > 15 
Variables: 1) temperature 
2) temperature (deviation from normal) 
3) precipitation 
4) precipitation (percent of normal) 
Enter choice > 4 
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34. Regional map of daily high temperatures for the MCC region 
Main Menu Choice: 1 (Daily Climate Observations(Temp,Precip)) 
Secondary Menu Choice : 0 (Mapped) 
Climate Element Plotting Menu 
Choices: 
Elements: p sf sd lt ht 1st hst 
Derived: ptot sftot 
FAA Based: sr pe ws wv wd rhl rhh dp <--NEW 
Maps: mw MW ia il in ky mn mi UP mo nd oh wi 
Date: d + -
q = quit h = Help 
Enter Choice(s) [ 03/28/94 mw p ] > mw ht 
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35. Monthly summary of daily data collected at Chicago. O'Hare 
Main Menu Choice: 10 (Daily Humidity,Wind,Pressure,Evaporation,Radiation Data) 
Secondary Menu Choice: 3 (Single Station Data by Month) 
Enter Year (4-digits) [1994] > 1994 
Enter Month (1-12) [05] > 3 
Station: (ORD) CHICAGO_OHARE_WSO_AP 
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36. Illinnis Climate Network monthly summary 
Main Menu Choice: 11 (Illinois Climate Network Data) 
The Illinois Climate Network (ICN) provides detailed daily climate data 
for 18 stations in Illinois. The ICN is operated by the Illinois State 
Water Survey (Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Resources) under 
the direction of Dr. Steven Hollinger. Data are available by month 
beginning with January 1990. Data are normally updated on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday afternoons. 
Illinois Climate Network (ICN) 
Enter last two digits of year (i.e. 1990 = 90) or q to quit > 94 
Enter month number or q to quit > 4 
# Station Name 
1 Bondville 
2 Dixon Springs 
3 Brownstown 
4 0rr 
5 DeKalb 
6 Monmouth 
7 Kilbourne 
8 Peoria 
9 Springfield 
10 Belleville 
11 Carbondale 
12 Olney 
13 Freeport 
14 Ina 
15 Stelle 
16 Wildlife Park 
17 St. Charles 
18 Champaign 
19 Fairfield 
Enter Station number > 13 
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Summary for Freeport 4/94 
A57 
Summary For Freeport 4/94 (Cont.) 
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37. Growing degree day projection by climate division 
Main Menu Choice: 12 (Growing Degree Day Information (regional and 
site specific)) 
Secondary Menu Choice: 2 (Degree Day Projections by Climate Division) 
This program will give the accumulated growing degree days for your 
selected starting time to the first 32F fall frost for the climate 
division that you select If your selected starting date is before 
todays date then the actual accumulated degree days and the 30-year normal 
are shown. The remainder of the season is based on historical temperatures 
divided into 5 forecast categories. 
State: il in ia ky mi mn mo oh wi q 
enter state or q to quit > ia 
Iowa has 9 climate divisions 
Enter the climate division(s) of interest > 5 
enter begin month [06] > 5 
enter begin day [09] > 15 
Please choose: 1) Growing Degree Days 
2) Corn Growing Degree Days (Ceiling 86F) 
Enter choice [1] >2 
Please enter the degree day base [50] > 50 
Accumulated Degree Days From Selected Date to First 32F Fall Frost 
Iowa Climate Division: 5 
Starting Date: 05/15/94 
Corn Growing Degree Days Base: 50 Ceiling: 86 
Accumulated Through Today: 431 Normal: 383 
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38. Growing degree day summary 
Main Menu Choice: 12 (Growing Degree Day Information (regional and 
site-specific)) 
Secondary Menu Choice: 6 (Monthly Degree Day/Temperature/Precipitation Data by 
Climate Division) 
This program will generate degree day/temperature/precipitation values 
by climate division. You will be prompted for the area, the years of 
interest and the type of information you want. 
State: il in ia ky mi mn mo oh wi q 
enter state or q to quit > in 
Indiana has 9 climate divisions 
Enter the climate division(s) of interest > 5 
Enter the beginning year (4-digits) between 1948 and 1994 [1994] > 1984 
Enter the ending year (4-digits) between 1948 and 1994 [1994] > 1993 
1) Heating Degree Days (Base: 65 F) 
2) Cooling Degree Days (Base: 65 F) 
3) Corn Growing Degree Days (Base: 50 F Ceiling: 86 F) 
4) Growing Degree Days (Base: 42 F) 
5) Temperature 
6) Precipitation 
7) Palmer Drought Severity Index 
Enter choice [1] >3 
Indiana Climate Division 5 
Corn Growing Degree Days, Base 50 
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39. River and lake condition report for the Upper Mississippi River Valley 
Main Menu Choice: 13 (River and Lake Conditions) 
Secondary Menu Choice: 3 (River Forecast for Upper Mississippi) 
RWUSll KMSP 231424 
MNZALL-241800-
DAILY RIVER SUMMARY 
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE MINNEAPOLIS/ST PAUL MN 
920 AM CDT MON MAY 23 1994 
. . .NOTE 
BLOFS MEANS. . . BELOW FLOOD STAGE 
LITTLE CHANGE MEANS...LESS THAN 0.5 //(1/2)// FOOT CHANGE IN 3 DAYS 
R. . .INDICATES A RISE M. .. INDICATES MISSING E... ESTIMATED 
DATA 
F. . .INDICATES A FALL N/C... INDICATES NO CHANGE 
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APPENDIX B. 
Regional Climate Division Map 
Bl 
Regional Climate Division Map 
B2 
APPENDIX C. 
State Climate Division and Station Maps 
C1 
C2 
C3 
C4 
C5 
C6 
C7 
C8 
C9 
C10 
APPENDIX D. 
Daily Real-time Station Listing Grouped by State 
Dl 
The following tables list the real-time climate stations (i.e., stations that report at least 25% of 
the time in real-time) in the nine-state MCC region. To give some idea of how timely the data are, 
we have also included the typical reporting frequencies for these stations. Please note that this list 
does not include all the historical stations available on MICIS. A complete station listing including 
all stations east of the Rocky Mountains can be obtained on-line by working through the station 
selection process. 
D2 
D3 
D4 
D5 
D6 
D7 
D8 
D9 
D10 
D11 
D12 
APPENDIX E. 
Hourly Station Listing Grouped by State 
E1 
The following table lists NWS hourly stations in and adjacent to the MCC region. Daily humidity, 
wind, pressure, evapotranspiration and solar radiation data are derived from the hourly station data. 
NWS first order stations (observations taken 24 hours a day) are in bold type, while supplemental 
airport stations (observations taken only during operating hours) are in regular type. The MCC has 
historical data (prior to 1990) for first order stations only. 
E2 
E3 
E4 
E5 
